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Biogeochemical cycles 9th class

The biogeochemical cycle of chemicals between the biological and geological world is called the biogeochemical cycle. Biotic and abiotic components of the biosphere constantly interact through biogeochemical cycles. During these interactions, nutrients are transmitted between living organisms and the non-mimic environment. Four
important biogeochemical cycles: water cycle, nitrogen cycle, carbon cycle and oxygen cycle. The water cycle water cycle includes various steps such as evaporation, transpiration, condensation and precipitation. When the reservoirs are heated during the day, the water enters the atmosphere in the form of water vapor during
evaporation. There is another way in which water evaporates into the atmosphere. It happens through transpiration. Water vapors in the atmosphere change to drops of water and gather to form clouds. This process is called condensation. Air currents move clouds formed by condensate and transport them over land, where they break
down on rain, snow or fog. It's called precipitation. The nitrogen cycle Sequence, in which nitrogen passes from the atmosphere into the soil and organisms, and then eventually releases back into the atmosphere, is called the nitrogen cycle. Nitrogen accounts for 78 percent of the Earth's atmosphere. The percentage of nitrogen in the
atmosphere is supported by a nitrogen cycle. Nitrogen is an important component of proteins, nucleic acids such as DNA and RNA, vitamins and chlorophyll. Plants and animals cannot easily use atmospheric nitrogen. It should be corrected by some organisms called nitrogen retainers. Nitrogen-fixing bacteria like Rhizobium live in a
symbiotic association in the root nodules of some legumes. These bacteria convert atmospheric nitrogen into ammonia, which is easily used by plants. Bacteria by fixing nitrogen as well as free live bacteria in the soil reach 90 percent nitrogen fixation. Lightning plays an important role in nitrogen fixation. With lightning, high temperature
and pressure convert nitrogen and water into nitrates and nitrites. Nitrates and nitrites dissolve in water and are easily used by aquatic plants and animals. Ammonia is the process by which soil bacteria decompose dead organic matter and release ammonia into the soil. Nitrification is the process by which ammonia is converted into
nitrites and nitrates. Deritrification is the process by which nitrates are converted into atmospheric nitrogen. The carbon cycle cycles repeatedly through different forms of different physical and biological activities that make up the carbon cycle. The carbon cycle maintains the balance of the carbon element in the atmosphere. Carbon is in
various forms on Earth. The diamond and graphite found in the soil is made up of an element called carbon. Carbon is present in the atmosphere as carbon dioxide. Carbon can also originate as carbonates and salts in minerals. Enskeletes and exoskeletons of various aquatic animals are also formed from carbonate salts. Carbon is an
integral part of nutrients such as carbohydrates, fats, proteins, nucleic acids and vitamins. The carbon cycle supports the amount of carbon in the atmosphere. The carbon cycle begins in plants. Step - 1 Plants, the use of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, convert it into glucose in the presence of sunlight during photosynthesis. Plants and
animals break these carbohydrates for energy and release carbon dioxide through breathing. Step 2 When plants and animals die, fungi and bacteria decompose dead remains. This releases carbon into the remains as carbon dioxide. Step - 3 Some plants and animals that get burried in the soil at a certain temperature and pressure over
millions of years turn into fossil fuels. Coal and oil are among the fossil fuels. When these fuels are burned, carbon dioxide is released into the atmosphere. The oxygen cycle Sequence, in which oxygen from the atmosphere is used by organisms and eventually released back into the atmosphere through photosynthesis, is called the
oxygen cycle. Oxygen accounts for 21 percent of the air. It is an integral part of carbohydrates, proteins, fats and nucleic acids. Oxygen is found in the air, in a combined form like carbon dioxide, and in the earth's crust like carbonates, sulfates and nitrates. Plants and animals use atmospheric oxygen during breathing and release the
same during photosynthesis. Fossil fuels require oxygen to burn. The ozone layer is present in the stratosphere, one of the layers of the atmosphere. Each ozone molecule consists of three oxygen atoms. The ozone layer prevents harmful radiations from entering the Earth's surface, where they can damage life forms. Solar radiation
reaching the Earth is reflected back into the atmosphere. Most of the heat is lost in the environment. But some of the energy trapped in the atmosphere, thereby causing a greenhouse effect. Biogeochemical Cycles Category : Biogeochemical Cycles of the 9th Class There is a continuous transfer of energy between different components
of the biosphere. Both living and non-living components of the biosphere constantly interact with each other for this purpose. For their growth and development, living organisms receive nutrients from the Earth, known as biogeochemicals. These biogeochemicals are constantly recycled and used over and over again. Different
biogeochemical cycles: water cycle. Nitrogen cycle. Carbon cycle and oxygen cycle. We will discuss all these cycles in detail below: Water cycle water is considered one of the most important fluids for the survival of the life process on the Earth's surface. Water is constantly circulating between terrestrial, air, marine and living organisms,
and this is known as the water cycle. The heat of the Sun evaporates water from reservoirs. These water vapors go up in an atmosphere, cool and going like a cloud. These clouds, on condensation, turn into small drops of water. On getting heavier they fall back to the ground in the form of rain, snow or hail. Nitrogen cycle nitrogen is
present in the maximum amount in the air. That's almost 78% in the air. It is also present in all forms of life in the form of proteins, amino acids and nucleic acids. In the atmosphere it is in molecular form. The plant uses atmospheric nitrogen in the form of nitrate and is converted into this form by fixing nitrogen. A leduminal plant like a pea
plant contains nitrogen-fixing bacteria such as nitrogen and rizobia in the root nodules. These bacteria convert atmospheric nitrogen into nitrates. When animals consume plants, it destroys the nitrogen compound. When animals or plants die, some bacteria ammonify and produce ammonium ions NH_{4}. This process of ammonia
formation is called ammonia. Some microorganisms convert this ammonia into nitrates, are reduced to nitrogen again and released back into the atmosphere. This process is known as de-neutralization. Oxygen cycle oxygen is one of the important components of our atmosphere, as well as the main component of water. That's almost
21% in our atmosphere. The living organism uses atmospheric oxygen to breathe and releases carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. This carbon dioxide is used by the plant for the process of photosynthesis for the pressure of its own food and there after the release of oxygen back into the atmosphere. Carbon cycle is an important
component of all organic compounds and is based in almost all living organisms, in the form of carbohydrates, fats and nucleic acids. In the atmosphere it is present in 0.03%. Plants use atmospheric carbon for photosynthesis, in the form of oxides and release oxygen into the atmosphere. This oxygen is used by animals for the breathing
process, which in turn releases carbon dioxide back into the atmosphere. Another way in which the carbon cycle is formed is that, all living organisms are made up of basic parts of carbon. When these animals and plants die, their bodies decompose into a simpler form and release carbon into the atmosphere, either in the form of carbon
or carbon monoxide, such as carbon dioxide or carbon monoxide. Organisms that feed on other organisms or particulate matter are called: a) Consumers (b) Fagotrophs (c) Autotrophes (d) Not from these Answer: (b) Which of the following micro consumers? (a) Bacteria (b) Virus (c) Plasmodium (d) Flagella (e) not of them Answer: (a)
Column A Match with Column B in the table below: Sr. No. Column B 1. Gidilla a. Ground 2. Rat B. Speed Adaptation 3. Horse c. Water Adaptation 4. Keith D. Hydrofit (a) 1-d, 2-a, 3-b, 4-s (b) 1-d, 1-3, 3-s, 4-b (s) 1-b, 2-a, 3-d 4-s (d) 2-c, 3-a, 4-b (e) None of these answers: (a) Which of the following statements is false? Statement 1: Coal
and oil are not natural resources. Statement 2: We must look for alternative sources of energy because of the rapid depletion of natural resources. (a) Statement 1 (b) Statement 2 (c) Both 1 and 2 are true (d) Both are false (e) Not this answer: (a) the resources we have received from nature are called natural resources. There are two
components of the ecosystem, biotic and abiotic circulation of chemicals between different components of the environment called the biochemical cycle. Rising atmospheric temperature due to pollution is called the green house effect. The gas that causes the green house effect is CFCs. The thick layer of O3 molecules above the
atmosphere is called the ozone layer. . Page 2 Natural Resources Our Earth is a unique planet. It supports all forms of life. To support all these forms of life, nature has endowed this planet with huge resources, such as earth, air, water, atmosphere, minerals, etc. Biotic components make up all living things, while abiotic components make
up all non-living things. The abiotic components of the Abiotic components consist of air, water, soil, earth, weather, climate, etc. Air air is a mixture of many gases such as nitrogen, oxygen, carbon, water vapor, etc. Air is one of the most important factors that supports life on this planet. Our atmosphere is air. Sunlight is filtered by this
atmosphere, so that no harmful rays can reach the ground. The atmosphere has five layers. They are: (i) Troposphere (ii) Stratosphere (iii) Mesosphere (iv) Thermosphere (v) Exosphere Atmosphere Air Movement: Wind Cool Breezes that blow on the ground are called winds. They bring great relief after a hot day. All phenomena, such as
the causes of air movement, wind speed, precipitation, etc., are the result of changes that occur in our atmosphere due to air heating and the formation of water vapor. Water vapor is formed due to water evaporation. The atmosphere is heated by radiation that is reflected backwards or reradiated by the ground or reservoirs. Convection
toss are set in the air when it heats up. Air pollution is like a giant monster that destroys life from the ground slowly and gradually. Deforestation has worsened air quality, which has a direct impact on our health. Fossil fuels such as coal and oil contain small amounts of nitrogen and sulphur. When these fuels are burned, nitrogen and
sulfur are also burned, and this produces a variety of nitrogen and sulphur oxides. Inhaling these gases is very dangerous for our health. They also cause acid rains, as the air in the atmosphere is mixed with these Burning fossil fuels also increases the amount of outboard particles in the air. These suspension particles can be unburned
carbon particles or substances called hydrocarbons. The presence of high levels of all these pollutants has reduced visibility. Especially in cold weather, when water also condenses out of the air. This is known as smog and is a visible sign of air pollution. Air pollution can cause breathing problems, skin diseases, cancer, high blood
pressure, irritation, etc. The increase in the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere causes the effect of green spaces and damages the ozone layer, which protects the earth from harmful ultraviolet rays. The ozone dramatic loss (holes in the ozone layer) in the lower stratosphere over Antarctica was first spotted in the 1970s by a
research team. This has been mainly due to the release of human-made chemicals containing CFCS, Br, other related halogen compounds, when these chemicals are dispersed into the atmosphere, they react with ultraviolet radiation from the sun and release chlorine atoms that destroy ozone. This leads to a decrease in the ozone layer.
Water is an important natural resource that carries out various life activities. It occupies a very large area of land and is also underground. Another form of water is in the atmosphere in the form of water vapor. The main source of drinking water was found in the form of snow and frozen ice caps. Despite the presence of a large amount of
water, very few percent of all available water is drinking. Drinking water if found in rivers, lakes and ponds. Water is found in all forms such as solid, liquid and gas. Water is a soil formation agent and a medium for multiple ecosystems. Even 70% of the human body is made up of water. Thus, water is one of the most important things that
sustain life on earth. It is also home to many aquatic animals and plants. All cellular processes occur in the aquatic environment, so the value of water increases automatically. Water pollution is a valuable resource. We must preserve it not only for ourselves, but also for the next generation. A person's reluctance to conserve it causes
water pollution on a large scale, which pollutes almost all sources of clean water like river, lake, glacier, etc. there are many factors that cause water pollution. Water dissolves the fertilizers and pesticides we use on our farms. Thus, some percent of these substances are washed into reservoirs. Wastewater from our towns and cities and
waste from factories are also dumped into rivers or lakes. Some industries also use water as a liquid in various operations and then return this hot water to reservoirs. The water inside the deep reservoir will be than water on the surface, which is heated by the sun. All this can affect the life forms that are found in these bodies of water in
different ways. It's This. encourage the growth of some forms of life and harm some other forms of life. This affects the balance between different organisms. Below are the harmful effects of water pollution: (i) It causes deadly diseases such as typhoid fever, cholera, jaundice and hepatitis. (ii) It disrupts the ecological balance on earth and
thereby damages the various forms of life available on Earth. (iii) It is an ideal breeding ground for diseases that cause bacteria and microbes. (iv) It affects aquatic forms of life and thus endangers many animals and plants living in water. Water Cycle As we all know that water is a renewable energy source. It is naturally updated through
the water cycle. Water from reservoirs evaporates due to sunlight and reaches the atmosphere in the form of water vapor. In the atmosphere, water vapor forms a cloud and condenses. The condensation of water changes it into tiny drops of water and it descends like rain. The same cycle repeats continuously. The soil of the water cycle
is the top of the earth that supports the growth of plants and animals. Soil contains many valuable nutrients that support life forms. Soil is a mixture. Contains small particles of rock of different sizes, peregous and various forms of microscopic life. The average size of soil particles decides its types and the amount of perch and microscopic
organisms decides its quality. Soil supports all kinds of vegetation. Without soil, nothing can grow on this earth. Soil formation takes millions of years. Below are soil types: Clayey clayey soil is very thin and smooth in texture. This type of soil is prone to cutting down water in the spring season. With sufficient drainage, the clay soil contains
high nutrients for plant growth. Clayey Soil Sandy Soil Sandy Soil has a rough texture. It consists of silica particles, quartz particles and a very small amount of clay soil mixed with it. This soil is prone to excessive discharge and summer dehydration. Sandy Soil Silty Soil Silty soil has a smooth texture. This soil is the most fertile soil. It
consists of minerals and small organic particles. This soil contains a good amount of nutrients and allows good water drainage. The soil of Silty Soil Loamy Soil Loamy consists of almost 40% sand, 40% silt and 20% clay. This soil is ideal for growing crops. This soil is very fertile and full of organic matter. This soil allows for well drainage,
retains moisture and is rich in nutrients. Loamy soil peat soil soil has less nutrients than other soils. This soil is prone to excessive water retention. This soil can be used for cultivation using fertilizer and artificial drainage. Peat soil Cretaceous soil Cretaceous soil light brown. This soil contains a large number of stones of different sizes.
This soil is not suitable for This soil .blocks the presence of trace elements such as iron and manganese and makes these elements inaccessible to plants. Nutrient inaccessibility poor growth and yellowing of leaves. Cretaceous erosion of soil erosion by soil erosion is a major concern. This causes enough damage to the environment and
affects the growth of the vegetation of the place. The topsoil is fascinated by various erosive agents and makes the soil place barren. Below are the effects of soil erosion: (i) the soil loses its fertility. (ii) This leads to the slip of land in hilly areas. (iii) This causes flooding. (iv) This causes drought. Below are the methods of soil conservation:
(i) Planting more trees or afforestation (ii) Intensive farming (iii) Agricultural Terrace (iv) Building dams or embankments (v) Develop a proper canal system around the field Soil pollution pollution is mainly caused by the disposal of chemical waste from plants to fields, dumping non-biodegradable waste into the soil, cutting down trees on
large scales overuse of fertilizers and chemicals, etc. thus causes an environmental imbalance. Nitrogen cycle Air contains 78% nitrogen, which is important for the growth of many life forms. It is present in all living organisms in the form of protein, amino acids and nucleic acids. It is converted into nitrates of nitrogen-fixing bacteria that are
used by plants. During lightning, the nitrogen of the atmosphere reacts with oxygen and forms diluted nitric acid. The following figure shows the nitrogen cycle in nature: Carbon carbon cycle is an important gas that is on the ground. It is in various forms on earth. It is found as diamond and graphite in an elementary form, like carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere, like carbonate and hydrogen carbonate salts in minerals, etc. Nutrients such as proteins, carbohydrates, fats, nucleic acids and vitamins contain carbon. Different animals contain carbon in the form of ensokenlets and exoskeletons. Carbon is also used in the process of photosynthesis by green plants to make
their own food and thus supports all forms of life on earth. In the process of photosynthesis, carbon is converted into glucose molecules that are either converted into other substances or used to provide energy for the synthesis of other biologically i m p o r t t t molecules. This carbon dioxide returns to the atmosphere in the process of
breathing. Fuel burning also adds carbon dioxide to the atmosphere. The process of industrialization has added a large amount of carbon dioxide to the atmosphere. The increase in the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere leads to global warming. The next figure shows the carbon cycle in the atmosphere. Page 3 Natural
Resources Our Earth is a unique planet. It supports all forms of life. To support all these forms of life, nature has endowed this planet with huge resources, such as earth, air, water, atmosphere, minerals, etc. make up all living things, while the abiotic components make up all the non-living things. The abiotic components of the Abiotic
components consist of air, water/soil, land, weather, climate, etc. Air air is a mixture of many gases such as nitrogen, oxygen, carbon, water vapor, etc. Air is one of the most important factors that supports life on this planet. Our atmosphere is air. Sunlight is filtered by this atmosphere, so that no harmful rays can reach the ground. The
atmosphere has five layers. They are: (i) Troposphere (ii) Stratosphere (iii) Mesosphere (iv) Thermosphere (v) Exosphere Atmosphere Air Movement: Wind Cool Breezes that blow on the ground are called winds. They bring great relief after a hot day. All phenomena, such as the causes of air movement, wind speed, precipitation, etc., are
the result of changes that occur in our atmosphere due to air heating and the formation of water vapor. Water vapor is formed due to water evaporation. The atmosphere is heated by radiation that is reflected backwards or reradiated by the ground or reservoirs. Convection toss are set in the air when it heats up. Air pollution is like a giant
monster that destroys life from the ground slowly and gradually. Deforestation has worsened air quality, which has a direct impact on our health. Fossil fuels such as coal and oil contain small amounts of nitrogen and sulphur. When these fuels are burned, nitrogen and sulfur are also burned, and this produces a variety of nitrogen and
sulphur oxides. Inhaling these gases is very dangerous for our health. They also cause acid rain because the air in the atmosphere is mixed with these gases. Burning fossil fuels also increases the amount of outboard particles in the air. These suspension particles can be unburned carbon particles or substances called hydrocarbons. The
presence of high levels of all these pollutants reduces visibility, especially in cold weather, when water also condenses from the air. This is known as smog and is a visible sign of air pollution. Air pollution can cause breathing problems, skin diseases, cancer, high blood pressure, irritation, etc. The increase in the amount of carbon dioxide
in the atmosphere causes a greenhouse effect and damages the ozone layer, which protects the earth from harmful ultraviolet rays. The ozone hole's dramatic ozone loss (holes in the ozone layer) in the lower stratosphere over Antarctica was first spotted in the 1970s by a research team. This was mainly due to the release of chemicals
containing CFCS, Br, and other related halogen compounds. When these chemicals dissipate into the atmosphere, they react with ultraviolet from the sun and release chlorine atoms that destroy ozone. It's This. in the reduction of the ozone layer. Water is an important natural resource that carries out various life activities. It occupies a
very large area of land and is also underground. Another form of water is in the atmosphere in the form of water vapor. The main source of drinking water is in the form of snow and frozen ice caps. Despite having a large amount of water, very few percent of all useful water is drinking. Drinking water is found in rivers, lakes and ponds.
Water is found in all forms such as solid, liquid and gas. Water is a soil formation agent and a medium for multiple ecosystems. Even 70% of the human body is made up of water. Thus, water is one of the most important things that sustain life on earth. It is also home to many aquatic animals and plants. All cellular processes occur in the
aquatic environment, so the value of water increases automatically. Water pollution is a valuable resource. We must preserve it not only for ourselves, but also for the next generation. A person's reluctance to conserve it causes water pollution on a large scale, which pollutes almost all sources of clean water like river, lake, glacier, etc.
there are many factors that cause water pollution. Water dissolves the fertilizers and pesticides we use on our farms. Thus, some percent of these substances are washed into reservoirs. Wastewater from our towns and cities and waste from factories are also dumped into rivers or lakes. Some industries also use water as a liquid in
various operations and then return this hot water to reservoirs. The water inside the deep reservoir will be colder than the water on the surface, which is heated by the sun. All this can affect the life forms that are found in these bodies of water in different ways. This can stimulate the growth of some forms of life and harm some other forms
of life. This affects the balance between different organisms. Below are the harmful effects of water pollution: (i) It causes deadly diseases such as typhoid fever, cholera, jaundice and hepatitis. (ii) It disrupts the ecological balance on the land and thereby damages the various forms of life that may be in the ground. (iii) It is an ideal
breeding ground for diseases that cause bacteria and microbes. (iv) It affects aquatic forms of life and thus endangers many animals and plants living in water. Water Cycle As we all know that water is a renewable energy source. It is naturally updated through the water cycle. Water from reservoirs evaporates due to sunlight and reaches
the atmosphere in the form of water vapor. In the atmosphere, water vapor forms a cloud and condenses. The condensation of water changes it into tiny drops of water and it descends like rain. The same cycle repeats continuously. The soil of the water cycle is the top of the earth that supports plant growth Animals. Soil contains valuable



nutrients that support life forms. Soil Soil Mixture. Contains small particles of rock of different sizes, peregous and different forms of microscopic life. The average size of soil particles decides its types, and the number of pergna and microscopic organisms decides its qualifications. Soil supports all kinds of vegetation. Without soil, nothing
can grow on this earth. Soil formation takes millions of years. Below are soil types: Clayey clayey soil is very thin and smooth in texture. This type of soil is prone to cutting down water in the spring season. With sufficient drainage, the clay soil contains high nutrients for plant growth. Sandy's soil has a rough texture. It consists of silica
particles, quartz particles and a very small amount of clay soil mixed with it. This soil is prone to excessive discharge and summer dehydration. The Silty Soil Silty soil has a smooth texture. This soil is the most fertile soil. It consists of minerals and small organic particles. This soil contains a good amount of nutrients and allows good water
drainage. The soil of the loam consists of almost 40% sand, 40% silt and 20% clay. This soil is ideal for growing crops. This soil is very fertile and full of organic matter. This soil allows for well drainage, retains moisture and is rich in nutrients. Peaty soil peat soil has less nutrients than other soils. This soil is prone to excessive water
retention. This soil can be used for cultivation using fertilizer and artificial drainage. Cretaceous soil Cretaceous soil is light brown. This soil contains a large number of stones of different sizes. This soil is not suitable for cultivation. This soil blocks the presence of trace elements, such as iron and manganese, and makes these elements
inaccessible to plants. Inaccessibility of nutrients leads to poor growth and yellowing of leaves. Soil erosion of soil erosion is a major concern. This causes enough damage to the environment and affects the growth of the vegetation of the place. The topsoil is fascinated by various erosive agents and makes the soil place barren. Below are
the effects of soil erosion: (i) the soil loses its fertility. (ii) This leads to the slip of land in hilly areas. (iii) This causes flooding. (iv) This causes drought. Below are the methods of soil conservation: (i) Planting more trees or afforestation (ii) Intensive farming (iii) Agricultural Terrace (iv) Building dams or embankments (v) Develop a proper
system of canals around the field Soil pollution pollution is mainly caused by the disposal of chemical waste from plants to fields, damping non-biodegradable waste into soil, cutting down trees on large scales overuse of fertilizers and chemicals, etc. thus causes an environmental imbalance. Nitrogen Cycle Air 78% of nitrogen, which is
important for the growth of many forms of life. It is present in all living organisms form of protein, amino acids and nucleic acids. It is converted into nitrates of nitrogen-fixing bacteria that are used by plants. During lightning, the nitrogen of the atmosphere reacts with oxygen and forms diluted nitric acid. The following figure shows the
nitrogen cycle in nature: Carbon carbon cycle is an important gas that is on the ground. It is in various forms on earth. It is found as diamond and graphite in an elementary form, like carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, like carbonate and hydrogen carbonate salts in minerals, etc. Nutrients such as proteins, carbohydrates, fats, nucleic acids
and vitamins contain carbon. Different animals contain carbon in the form of ensokenlets and exoskeletons. Carbon is also used in the process of photosynthesis by green plants to make their own food and thus supports all forms of life on earth. During photosynthesis, carbon is converted into glucose molecules that are either converted
into other substances or used to provide energy for the synthesis of other biologically important molecules. This carbon dioxide returns to the atmosphere in the process of breathing. Fuel burning also adds carbon dioxide to the atmosphere. The process of industrialization has added a large amount of carbon dioxide to the atmosphere.
The increase in the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere leads to global warming. The next figure shows the carbon cycle in the atmosphere. Page 4 Natural Resources Chapter Introduction Breath of Life: Air Pollution Water: The Miracle of Liquid Mineral Wealth in The Soil Biogeochemical Cycles Greenhouse Effect (Global
Warming) Ozone Layer Our Earth is the only planet that has all the necessary conditions necessary for the existence and survival of life. Many factors, such as optimum temperature, water, food and air, depend on life on Earth. The resources available on Earth and the energy of the sun are necessary to meet the basic needs of all forms
of life on Earth. What are these resources on Earth? All the kinds of substances we get from Earth and nature to meet our basic needs are called natural resources. The word resource means the source of the material, usually on the reserve. These materials are present in the nature of air, water, soil, oil minerals, coal, animals and plants.
All of them are derived from nature, so they are known as natural resources. Some of the related terms are: a) Litosphere: This is the outer hard crust of the earth, also called the earth. Its upper thin weathered layer is known as soil. (b) Hydrosphere: This is the earth's water component. 75% of the earth's surface is covered with water, in
the form of oceans, rivers, lakes, ponds, dams, etc. Another component of the hydrosphere is groundwater. (c) The atmosphere: The air that covers the whole ground like a blanket is known as the atmosphere. Biosphere: Life forms are where all three resources are (i.e. hydrospheres and atmospheres) are located and interact with each
other. This life-supporting zone of the Earth ig is known as the Biosphere. The biosphere has two types of biotic and abiotic components. The biotic components of the biosphere are alive. Different microorganisms, plants and animals form the biotic components of the biosphere. The abiotic components of the biosphere are not living. Air,
water, soil, temperature, minerals, metals, etc. form abiotic components of the biosphere. Both types of components provide resources to meet the basic requirements of life forms. However, the energy needed to sustain life is ultimately derived from the sun. They can replenish themselves with quick recycling and replacements within a
reasonable time. They can't recharge themselves by recycling and replacing them eventually get exhausted. They can last forever if their use is limited. Not live resources. Both living and non-living resources. Increased consumption will lead to faster depletion. Availability can be increased by increasing the top-up. Example: Fossil fuels,
coal, oil minerals, etc. Example: Soil, forests, wildlife. Air is a mixture of many gases such as nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide and water vapor. The air forms a protective transparent envelope or atmosphere around the Earth. The air is dense near the surface of the earth. It will be progressively rarefied with height. It does not escape into
space, held to Earth by gravity. Air Nitrogen (No. {2}) 78.08% Oxygen ((O)) {2} 20.94% Carbon dioxide (C'O'{2}) 0.03% Argon 0.93% There are traces of neon (Ne), Helia (He), Krypton (Cr), Xenon (Xenon), Ozone (S.O.{2} {4} {3}) The Earth's atmosphere is divided into four main concentric layers, which are dense, the temperature, these
layers of the troposphere, The stratosphere of the mesosphere and thermosphere. such as air movements, cloud formation, lighting, thunder, etc. occur in the troposphere. The lower part of the troposphere is a reservoir of gases that are essential for life, such as oxygen and carbon dioxide. It also contains dust particles, spores and
pollen. The stratosphere extends from the upper part of the troposphere to an altitude of 16 to 50 km. It has a protective ozone shield that protects us from harmful ultraviolet radiation from sunlight. The ozone layer is called the ozone, which is located at an altitude of 11-16 km above the poles and 23-25 km above the equator. The
mesosphere stretches from 50 to 85 km and is close to the stratosphere. Between 85-500 km, the atmosphere is called the thermosphere because there is a progressive increase in temperature. lonisation of gases occurs in this layer because of the high temperature and energy radiation. The layer of ionized particles is known as the
ionosphere. It is radio-reflective and is important for telecommunications on Earth. Fig. 2.1: Main atmosphere. They are shown between solid lines. The vertical wavy line depicts a change in temperature as the altitude increases. Air is called the breath of life, because life cannot exist without air. Even the composition of the air is largely
due to the activity of living beings on Earth. On the planets Venus and Mars, where the atmosphere consists of up to 95-97% carbon dioxide, life is not found. So we can say that {2} is the main component of these planets. The functions of the atmosphere or air reservoir: The atmosphere functions as a reservoir of some elements present
in the gas sonic form and water vapor that are necessary for life. (a) Oxygen: The atmosphere contains oxygen, which is used as follows: (i) Aerobic breathing: Oxygen is needed by all eukaryotic cells and many prokaryotic cells to break down glucose molecules and generate energy for their live activities. This leads to the production of
carbon dioxide. Such organisms that require oxygen to produce energy are called aerobic organisms, and this process is aerobic breathing. (ii) Burning: This is another process that requires oxygen consumption to release carbon dioxide. It includes burning wood, fossil fuels (coal, oil and natural gas), organic waste, etc. by humans in
various ways. Forest fires also consume oxygen to release carbon dioxide and a lot of energy. (b) Carbon dioxide: Although CO'{2} is released by the extremely above processes, it is also consumed or fixed continuously in the following two ways - green plants convert {2} glucose into glucose in the presence of sunlight. This process is
called Photosynthesis. (Carbon, {12} {6} {2} {2} dioxide) ({6}), underset (Water) , matop 6 H{2},'O, underset (Oxygen) Matop 6 About {2}, (ii) Many marine animals use carbonates dissolved in sea water to make their shells. Protective blanket: The atmosphere serves as a protective blanket for filtration of harmful radiation, like cosmic rays
and ultraviolet (UV) radiation from sunlight that falls to the ground. Connection: The atmosphere has radio-reflective layers that are useful in the lottery, TV communication on the ground. Climatic phenomena: The atmosphere also serves as a place for many climatic phenomena, such as convection currents (winds), cloud formation,
thunder, lightning, precipitation (rain, snow, etc.) Dispersal: Air currents of the atmosphere help in dissipating spores and seeds. The role of the atmosphere in climate control We know that air is a poor conductor of heat and serves as a blanket on the ground. The following atmospheric factors help control the climate of a particular region
so that living organisms can survive in it. (i) Air Poor Heat Conductor: The atmosphere keeps the Earth's average temperature pretty constant throughout the day and even throughout the year. The atmosphere does this by preventing a sudden increase in temperature during daylight hours. In addition, at night it slows the release of heat
into outer space, thereby preventing excessive cooling at night. All this is because the air is a bad conductor of heat. (ii) Distance from the Sun: The distance of the moon from the Sun is almost the same as that of the Earth. But, the temperature on the surface of the moon ranges from 190 to 110 degrees Celsius. In other words, at night it
cools to - 190 degrees Celsius and during the day rises to a very high level of 110 degrees Celsius. This is because there is no atmosphere on the moon. Therefore, life on the Moon is impossible. (iii) The atmosphere is like a blank: The atmosphere acts as a blanket for the earth. The ozone layer of the atmosphere absorbs most harmful
ultraviolet radiation from the sun. Excessive heat and sun rays are reflected back into outer space by dust particles, clouds, water vapor, etc. Air movement: Winds Many times, after a hot day, we would feel a cool breeze in the evening. Sometimes, it rains after a few days of really hot weather. The following questions can strike our
minds: (i) What causes the movement of air? (ii) What decides whether it will be in the form of light wind, strong winds or a terrible storm? What does rain bring? All of these phenomena are the result of changes in the atmosphere as a result of air heating and the formation of water vapor. Water vapors are formed by heating reservoirs
with sunlight, as well as due to the activity of living organisms (i.e. transpiration of plants, animal activity and evaporation from a damp surface). Water vapors rise up and condense. Condensation of water vapor releases a lot of energy, which can cause cyclones and thunderstorms. Air heating occurs because the atmosphere can be
heated from below by radiation that bounces backwards or is re-emitted by terrestrial or aquatic bodies. In fact, the sun's rays fall to the ground, some of them are absorbed, and most of them are reflected back or re-emitted by terrestrial and aquatic bodies. These reflected sunlight or solar radiation heat the atmosphere from below,
resulting in convection toses in the air. But because the earth heats up faster than water, the air above land also heats up faster than the air above the reservoirs. Hot air above the ground rises up, thus creating an area of low air pressure. The air from the high pressure area will move towards this area of low pressure produced by wind or
wind. Let's do the work to understand the nature of convection currents. Air traffic in coastal areas In coastal areas, there is a regular flow of cool breeze from sea to land during the day At night there is a reverse flow of air from land to sea. This is because in the daytime the earth heats up faster than water. Re-radiation from the land
heats the air above it. Hot air rises and creates an area of low pressure. Sea water doesn't heat up that fast. The air above the sea remains relatively cool. It has a higher pressure than the air over the land. Thus, the cool breeze (cold air) present over the sea, moves towards the land, where there is low pressure. Fig. 2.2: Wind movement
from sea to land in the daytime and from land to sea at night in coastal areas At night there is a reverse flow of air. The earth cools quickly. Also, the air above it becomes cool. Seawater is slowly cooling. The air above it is hotter with lower air pressure than the air pressure over land. Therefore, the cool breeze present over the land,
moves towards the sea. Factors influencing air movements Depending on the difference in energy levels and air pressure, occur of various types it is atmospheric phenomena such as wind, wind storm, thunderstorm, monsoon rains, cyclone factors controlling these phenomena: i) Uneven heating of the earth in different parts of the earth.
Difference in heating and cooling of land and water. Rotation of the Earth. evaporation and condensation of water vapor. (v) The pressure of mountain ranges in the way of wind. Cloud formation and rain there are various steps to understand the formation of clouds as a result of rain. (i) Water enters the atmosphere on two routes: (a)
During the daytime, a large amount of water evaporates and enters the atmosphere. This is due to the heating of reservoirs. (b) Some water also enters the atmosphere due to many biological processes (i.e. transpiration, etc.) (ii) (ii) air is heated during the daytime. Hot air with water vapors rises into the atmosphere. (iii) At altitude, the air
expands and becomes cool. This cooling causes water vapors in the air to condense as tiny droplets. This water condensation helps if some particles (usually dust and other suspended particles) can act as a nucleus for these droplets to form around. This leads to clouds and they float along the air currents. (iv) The further condensation
of these water droplets increases their size. When the drops become large and heavy, they begin to fall in the form of rain. But if the air temperature in the area is very low, precipitation can occur in the form of snow (precipitation falling from clouds in the form of ice crystals), sleet (a mixture of rain and snow) or hail (precipitation of ice
pellets at a strong rise of air currents). Fig. 2.3: India's precipitation zones Circulation water in the form of water vapor, clouds, rain and snow forms a water cycle. Thus, the nature of precipitation in an area is decided by the presence of water vapours, low-pressure regions, the prevailing condensation of water vapor and direction In our
country, most of the precipitation falls southwest monsoon and to a lesser extent the intensity and frequency of precipitation differs from region to region. As for precipitation, India has four zones - arid zone (20-50 cm). Semi-arid zone (50-100 cm) Intermediate zone (100-200 cm) and wet zone (more than 200 cm (e.g. In order to
understand the formation of clouds, rains and factors influencing these climate changes, the following measures need to be addressed. , and most of them are associated with air, water and soil pollution - Clean and clean air is very essential for the health and survival of humans and other living things. However, with progress in human
standard of living, the air has become more polluted. Air pollution can be defined as an undesirable change in the physical, chemical or biological characteristics of air, which harms human life and other living beings. In other words, adding unwanted and harmful particles in the air or increasing the number of air components above normal
levels, which affects the living organism, is called air pollution. Air pollution agents or substances are called air pollutants. Common air pollutants are gas pollutants and particulate matter. Gas-containing pollutants include carbon monoxide (e.g. carbon monoxide, excess carbon dioxide, sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxides (e.g. NO, NZO {2},
NO{2}, etc.), hydrocarbons, chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), hydrogen sulfide, methane, ammonia, etc. Common examples of SPM are dust, smoke, fly ash, soot (unburned carbon particles), etc. Air pollution sources There are two main sources of air pollution: natural sources and sources produced by humans, natural sources of air pollution:
Some of the natural sources that cause air pollution are described in the following examples: (i) volcanic eruptions release toxic gases, ash and heat in huge quantities that pollute the air. (ii) Forest fires release harmful gases, (iii) electric storms and solar flares produce harmful chemicals in the environment. (iv) The breakdown of organic
matter results in toxic ammonia gas that pollutes the air. v) dead animals and plant bodies in marshy places lead to the release of marsh gas (methane, as well as {4}), which is a natural gas pollutant. (vi) Pollen grains, spores, cysts, bacteria are also natural air pollutants. Human-made sources of air pollution: air: human caused by a lot of
air pollution. For example: (i) A person has been polluting the air since he started using fire. (ii) Urbanization, industrialization and the invention of cars as a vehicle have all accelerated air pollution. (iii) Household fuel combustion, mining, thermal power plants, nuclear explosions, explosives used in wars, fireworks at festivals also
contribute to air pollution. (iv) Large damage is caused by the burning of fossil fuels (coal, oil, natural gas) in cars, industry and thermal power plants. Fig. 3.1: Major sources of air pollution pic. 3.2: Major sources of air pollution by harmful air are required for human breathing as well as other terrestrial and aquatic animals and plants. Air
pollution can thus affect human health as well as human wealth (domestic animals, growers, cultural values, etc.) Some common effects of air pollution: Respiratory problems: Different types of air pollutants such as SPM and gas pollutants (e.g., SO{2},NOx) are harmful when inhaled together with air. They affect the airways, which leads
to difficulty breathing. They can cause bronchitis, asthma and lung cancer. Similarly, inhaling contaminated air containing pollen, cement dust, asbestos dust, etc. can cause sneezing and allergies. Continuous inhalation of these pollutants makes the patient prone to tuberculosis and asthma. Carbon monoxide poisoning: Carbon monoxide
is also a very harmful air pollutant that is released from vehicles as one of the exhaust and from cigarette smoke. This affects the central nervous system. If it is present in large quantities in the air, the polluted air can lead to carbon monoxide poisoning. This phenomenon is summarized below: Human blood has hemoglobin (Hb), a
respiratory pigment that has a high affinity for oxygen. Hemoglobin carries oxygen in the form of oxyhaemoglobin from the lungs to the body tissue. Carbon monoxide also has 200 times more affinity for hemoglobin than oxygen. When contaminated air containing large amounts of carbon monoxide is inhaled, CO is then combined with
hemoglobin to form a stable poisonous compound called carboxyhaemoglobin (Hb. Co). This drastically reduces the availability of oxygen in the body's tissues and leads to suffocation and finally death. Acid rains: Large amounts of gasious pollutants, such as nitrogen oxides and sulphur, are released into the atmosphere by industry, cars,
refineries, thermal power plants, etc. These oxides of sulphur and nitrogen react with water in the atmosphere to form H {2}S'O'{4} and HNO {3} respectively. {2} {2} (Sulphur trioxide) {3} (Sulphur trioxide) {3} H{2}O {4} {2} Acid) O'{5} {2} chlitarroo ({2} nitrogen pentaoxide) ({5})O'{2} O'Chhrotarrow (2HN-O) ({3} Nitric Acid) These acids
dissolve in fall in the form of raindrops. It's called acid rain. When the pH of rainwater is less than 5.7, it is called acid rain. Exposure to acid rain (i) Acid rains inhibit fixation, {2} photorepration and crop productivity. (ii) Acid rains increase the acidity of soil as well as water bodies, thereby affecting terrestrial and aquatic life forms. (iii) Acid
rain also corrodes painted surfaces, metals, slates, stones and marble. Our heritage sites, buildings and statues are threatened by corrosive acid rains. For example, the Taj Mahal Agra faces such a threat. (iv) causes irritation to the eyes and skin of the person. The problem of acid rain has increased significantly as a result of
industrialization. The burning of fossil fuels for energy production was the main cause of acid rain. It has now become a global problem and needs to be addressed as soon as possible. Ozone depletion: The ozone layer is about 18-50 km higher in the atmosphere. It has a high concentration of ozone and is commonly referred to as an
ozone shield. It acts as a protective layer, protecting ultraviolet radiation, based on the sun and protects the earth from harmful effects. The ozone layer is depleted by air pollutants such as chlorofluorin carbon. Global warming: Some gases, such as C'O'{2}, methane, nitrogen oxides, etc., act as greenhouse gases. These gases will catch
infrared radiation reflected by the earth. It heats up the atmosphere. Rising atmospheric temperatures lead to a number of problems such as flooding, soil erosion, etc. Smog: This is a dark mist formed by the condensation of water vapor, dust and smoke particles, as well as several carbonated pollutants such as nitrogen oxides, S O'{2},
H{2}, etc. into the troposphere. This causes toxic effects on humans, animals and plants. Burning gasoline in cars releases toxic lead compounds through vehicle exhaust pipes. Continuous inhalation of these compounds causes anemia, brain damage, convulsions and even death. Many fungicides and pesticide particles are also
suspended in the air. They cause serious nerve damage and death. Urban measures to combat air pollution (i) industrial installations should not be allowed. (ii) Smoke pipes of factories should be quite high. (iii) Fuel recycling policies need to be changed so that emissions can be reduced. cars should be made more economical and less
environmentally toxic. (v) Sulphur-free fuel and lead should be used for vehicles. (vi) To remove debris in the smoke, it should be filtered out before releasing into the air. Large-scale tree planting wherever possible, and especially along roads, reduces air pollution. Lichens: Natural air pollution indicators of Lichens are or combining two
types of organisms, namely algae and fringe. They meet on the rocks and barks at the tree like thin thin thin or grayish-gray bark in humid climates. Lichens have proven to be very sensitive to levels of air pollutants such as sulphur dioxide. Lichens begin to disappear in contaminated areas, which is what they call a natural indicator of air
pollution. Water is an inexhaustible natural resource. This is one of the most basic needs of life. The water is stored as a liquid above and below. We need water for various activities such as drinking, cooking, bathing and washing. It is also needed to irrigate crops as a basic need for industry, fisheries and shipping. Water occurs on the
Earth's surface in different forms in different places. Rivers, streams of lakes, oceans, ponds, basins, polar ice caps, glaciers, etc., together form the hydrosphere 71% of the Earth is covered by oceans that contain 97.5% of the total water. The Earth contains 2.5% of the total water. Most (1.9% of the total) water comes from ice caps and
glaciers. The rest (0.6% of the total) that supports the life of a vole is called fresh water because it has a salt content of less than 0.5%. More than 90% of this fresh water is underground as groundwater. The remaining 10% of fresh water as surface water (ponds, lakes, dams, rivers), groundwater or water vapors are present in the
atmosphere. A certain amount of water occurs in the form of bodily fluids. Water is an important part of living organisms because it performs the following functions for the survival of living organisms. A component of living matter: 60-90% of living matter is formed from water. Chemical reactions: Water plays a vital role in metabolic
reactions occurring in the body. All cellular processes take place in an aquierous environment. Solvent: Water acts as a universal solvent, providing a remedy for chemical reactions to occur. In fact, all the chemical reactions that occur in the body's cells are related to substances that dissolve in water. Transportation: In living beings,
substances are transported from one part of the body to another only to dissolved states. Buffer temperature: Water can absorb or produce heat to prevent sudden sudden sudden sudden changes in the temperature of living creatures. Excessive heating is checked by water evaporation during transpiration and breathing. Groundwater
During the rain, some water is lost as escape. This water enters the rivers and reaches the seas, and part of it is lost as a result of evaporation. The remaining water penetrates the ground through the pores of soil particles under the influence of gravity and are called groundwater. Precipitation is thus the main source of groundwater. Very
minute pores of space serve as capillaries, allowing water to move against the gravity. Water moving like this is called capillary water. Some Welter forms an extremely thin, tightly s stolen around the soil particles. It's called hygroscopic water. A small part of groundwater are associated with soil materials and are called combined water.
The water moving down, called gravitational water, reaches an underground zone called a water table if there is enough precipitation. Only capillary water is available for plants. Rainwater collection to collect rainwater is a method used to capture and store rainwater by creating special water intake facilities such as dug wells, control
dams, seeping pits and lagoons. Collecting rainwater can be beneficial for everyone, especially in an area of meagre rainfall. The water that goes down cannot seep through the hard end or rocky soil and quickly flows into streams, rivers and sea without replenishing underground water tables. The groundwater table is receding deeper
and deeper around the world, due to the withdrawal of huge amounts of fresh water continuously. The failure of the centralized distribution system and the depletion of groundwater have forced the Indian population to adopt projects to collect rainwater and recharge groundwater. In arid areas of the world, rainwater collection is an ancient
practice. In different parts of Gujarat and Rajasthan, people collect water that they can, the amount of water that is deposited by rain, in large storage facilities, reservoirs or vessels. This water serves them most of the year. In another method of collecting rainwater, the roofs of large buildings are properly cleaned used to collect rainwater
that passes through pipes into large underground storage tanks that are sealed on all sides except for a small hole used for stretching and cleaning the target. In cities such as Dwaryka, Gujarat, people use this collected water for drinking and cooking for most of the year. Fig. 3.3: Water collection techniques and groundwater recharging
We can improve the groundwater capacity of the earth's crust using the following methods: (i) Collecting water deposited on roofs, open areas and slopes by erecting obstacles to control the flow. (ii) Sending this water to an underground water table through wells and deep soil shafts so that the collected water is quickly channelled into
underground deposits. The advantage of collecting rainwater Is the following benefits of collecting rainwater: (i) This reduces the loss of rainwater. (ii) It supports water supply in the dry months of the year. (iii) This helps to raise the water table. This is useful in flood control. It checks soil erosion. This helps to increase the moisture content
of the soil. The preservation and management of water resources in our country, we often face water shortages. The groundwater level decreases during the summer seasons. As a result, in the summer seasons the municipal water supply is limited, our wells and hand pumps become dry. Such frequent situations of water crisis have
forced environmental scientists to look for various means of water conservation. They proposed the following measures for misuse and loss of drinking water: groundwater is recharged with artificial means. Develop a comprehensive water plan for drinking, irrigation and industrial use. Adopting different flood control methods. To identify
more .exploited freshwater regions, extensive hydrogeological studies are done. In order to avoid loss and misuse of water, there is an urgent need for mass awareness programmes through public and private institutions. Water is usually consumed due to leaking taps and excessive irrigation of agricultural fields. Water pollution can be
defined as altering the physical, chemical and biological properties of water by adding unwanted substances or removing desirable substances from reservoirs, which adversely affects aquatic life and makes water less suitable or unusable. In other words, freshwater pollution from the addition of harmful substances such as foreign
organic, inorganic, biological or radioactive substances, making it unusable, is called water pollution Water Pollution is one of the most serious environmental problems in the world. In India, most of our freshwater sources are contaminated by the addition of wastewater and industrial waste Types of water pollutants: Substances that
contaminate water are called water pollutants They can be classified into three categories: Physical pollutants: They include heat and pressure. Several industrial plants and thermal power plants use a huge amount of water to cool in various operations and then release this hot water into reservoirs. This leads to thermal pollution. Another
way in which the water temperature in the river can be affected is when water is released from dams. The water inside the deep reservoir will be colder than the water on the surface, which is heated by the sun. Chemical pollutants: These include organic waste, pesticides (e.g., DDT, BHC), detergents, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB),
inorganic chemicals (e.g. arsenic, cadmium, mercury, lead, nickel, fluoride, nitrates, phosphates, etc.) and radioactive waste. Common inorganic impurities in water are calcium and magnesium compounds. Biological pollutants: These include pathogens such as viruses, bacteria, protozoa, helminths, algae, fungi, etc. However, some
pollution also occurs naturally. Soil particles enter the water through soil erosion; Minerals dissolve in water from rocks and soil; animal waste and dead dead leaves (garbage) pollute water sources. Water pollution sources Water is contaminated with pollutants released by the following sources: Wastewater: Wastewater from cities
containing huge amounts of organic waste tend to merge into rivers. This sewer contributes to the growth of bacterial life. This excessive growth depletes the oxygen of water and leads to the death of these bacteria and other aquatic organisms. Fertilizers and Due to the good solvent properties of water, it dissolves fertilizers and
pesticides that we use in our farms. Thus, some percentages of these substances are washed away in reservoirs. Industrial waste: Wastewater from mills and industrial plants, such as paper mills, fabrics, refineries, etc., contain large amounts of harmful chemicals, including acids, lye and heavy metals (e.g. mercury salts from the paper
industry) that are dumped into rivers and lakes. These include both organic and inorganic chemicals. Solid particles: Rain destroys the soil and transfers the yl into the water. Tiny hanging particles of clay and dust also settle in the water from the air. These soil particles cause the murkyness of synthetic soap and detergents: water
containing soap and detergents is discharged from homes and some plants. Oil: Drilling and shipping are common in the oceans. Oil leakage during such operations or as a result of accidents leads to water pollution. 7. Heat pollution: Hot water sprinkled from factories and power plants causes thermal pollution of water. The temperature
of the water in the rivers also affects when water is released from dams. The water inside the deep reservoir will be colder than the water on the surface, which is heated by the sun. Fig. 3.4: Water pollution points and non-disproportionate sources of water pollution (a) point sources: These sources have a specific place to release water
pollutants directly into reservoirs. Therefore, they are located next to reservoirs, such as refineries, refineries, power plants, oil wells, etc. Fig. 3.5: Water can be contaminated in many ways (b) by non-medical sources: these sources are scattered and do not have any specific place to dump pollutants into specific reservoirs. Examples of
unholy springs run out of lawns and gardens, fields, roads and streets, construction sites, etc. Harmful effects of water pollution diseases: pathogens are biological pollutants of water. 21% of all infectious diseases and 66% of all deaths of children under 5 years of age are caused by contamination of drinking and bathing water by
pathogens present in wastewater, such as typhoid fever, cholera, diarrhea, dysentery, jaundice, etc. in the reservoirs. Therefore, since these microorganisms are natural water cleaners, the process of self-cleaning in these reservoirs is difficult. Eutrophication: It's nutritional enrichment reservoirs due to fertilizers rich in runoff from fields
and treated wastewater. Nutrients stimulate excessive algae growth, called algal bloom. Algae. aquatic plants die because of shading. Along with dead algae, dead underwater plants increase the organic load of water. The decomposition of organic matter consumes dissolved oxygen. Animals die due to lack of dissolved oxygen. Blue-
green algae (EGA) are increasing. They produce toxins harmful to the surviving animals. Removing desirable substances from reservoirs: As the amount of organic waste in the water increases, the bacteria multiply rapidly and use available oxygen. Lack of oxygen kills aquatic animals. Biological Demand for Oxygen (BOD): If it indicates
the quality of wastewater. BOD refers to the amount of dissolved oxygen needed by bacteria when decomposing organic waste present in water. It is expressed in milligrams of oxygen ({2}) per liter of water. Weak organic waste has BOD of less than 1500 mg/litre; Strong has higher than that. Temperature change: Most aquatic animals
are taken to live within a certain temperature range. A sudden noticeable change in this temperature can be dangerous for them, for example, it affects the breeding of aquatic animals. Eggs and larvae of different animals are particularly susceptible to temperature changes. Bio-magnifying: Pesticides such as DDT, DDE, dichedron, etc.
are harmful chemicals that are used in agriculture to protect crops from pests. In addition, heavy metals (mercury, cadmium, etc.) are regularly poured from industrial plants into reservoirs. These chemicals are not biodegradable. These pesticides thus enter the soil or are washed away by the flow of water to the surface of the reservoirs.
From soil or water, these chemicals, as well as heavy metals, enter the food chain of manufacturers. At each trophic level, their concentration continues to grow. This phenomenon increases the concentration of harmful non-biodegradable chemicals in the body of living organisms at every trophic level of the food chain called biological
enlargement. The biological increase in chemicals affects organisms at every level of the food chain, and max out at the top level of the food chain. Mineral riches in soil: Soil (L. Soleus - earth material in which plants grow) is the top layer of the earth's crust mixed with organic matter. Good soil consists of mineral particles, perch (organic
matter), water, air and microorganisms. Minerals found in the soil layer provide various nutrients to life forms. But soil minerals will not be available to the body if minerals are bound in huge rocks. Soil formation: Soil formation involves two processes: weathering and paedogenesis. Weathering: This is the destruction of the surface of the
rock into small particles. In the parent rocks it could happen thousands and millions of years. During weathering of the rock on or near the surface of the earth, the rock is broken Factors: (i) physical weathering: various climatic factors such as temperature, rain, water, wind, wind, glaciers and running water contribute to physical
weathering. High temperature and water cause corrosive humidity and lead to unequal expansion and reduction of rocks, making them easier to produce. Water gets into cracks in the rocks, formed due to uneven heating of various parts of rocks by the sun, when freezing water expands into the rocks of the cervix and breaks rocks.
Floating water wear out even hard stones, for long periods of time. Fast running water usually carries different sizes of rock particles downstream along the way, these moving particles of rock rub against other rocks. As a result, abrasions form even smaller particles. Water takes these particles of stones and lays them down in its path.
Thus, the soil is located in places far from the parent breed. Strong winds affect the formation of the soil, continuously rubbing against the stones and eroding them. They also carry sand from one place to another. (ii) Chemical weathering: It involves a number of chemical processes such as hydrolysis, hydration, oxidation and reduction.
For example, complex compounds present in rocks broken by the action of carbon acid are present in water, or acidic substances derived from the decomposition of organic matter in the soil. The final products of chemical weathering are hydrated oxides, silica, inorganic salts, etc. (iii) of biological weathering: living organisms cause
biological weathering. Lichens growing on the surface of the rock are able to extract minerals from the same. This creates small gaps in the places where a thin layer of soil is created. Bryophytes (mosses) grow above these crevices. They cause the cracks to deepen and lead to more soil growing inside them. Deeper cracks form cracks.
Cracks become larger when the roots of short-lived herbs pass into them. Over time, the roots of large plants turn into cracks. The cracks expand and cause slow fragmentation and then spraying rocks. Fig. 4.1 (b) Paedogenesis (Soil Development): It involves the step-by-step degradation of organic materials by bacteria and fungi
(decomposing) and subsequent humiliation and mineralization. Dead remains of animals and plants are called detritus. The decomposition process involves the step-by-step degradation of detritus. This process is vital in any ecosystem because it involves the release of nutrients from dead organic matter. Without this process, all nutrients
will remain trapped in the dead remains of animals and plants and will not be available for living matter. Humification, humus and mineralization Humification is the process by which simplified detritus (partially decomposed organic matter) is converted into dark-colored amorphous substances called humug in the soil. Humus is a reservoir
of nutrients. Humus makes the soil porous, by increasing its air and water capacity- Wealth of nutrients plant growth. Being black, it absorbs heat to warm the soil. Mineralization is that leads to the release of inorganic substances such as CSO {2}, He {2}) and nutrients (e.g. soil into the soil, in that {4}, megeg, KE, etc.). Humus binds
weathered rock particles into a unit called crumbs. The latter absorb water and keep air in space. Nematodes, earthworms, centipedes, millipedes, ticks and ants consume organic matter and add excreted nitrogen to it. They are called Detritivores. The soil profile vertical section of mature soil up to a depth of 2 meters or up to the parent
material to show different layers of soil in an undistributed condition called soil profile. The soil profile shows four different layers called horizons. Horizon A is the upper ground. It has a dark color and a more loose texture than the main horizon B. Detritus collects on the surface of this horizon forming litter. Under the litter is a slang. The
rest of the horizon is rich in organic and mineral content. Horizon B has smaller soil particles and tends to be more compacted than on the horizon C. Minerals brought by rainwater from the upper horizon accumulate in this zone. Horizon C consists of a weather-like material derived from pristine parent rocks. The parent stone forms the
horizon of D. Fig. 4.2 The composition of soil particles differs in size, appearance and texture. Basically, four types of soil particles are commonly found in the upper soil. To them: (i) Gravel: These are large particles larger than 2 mm in diameter. They can be easily taken away with your hands. (ii) Sand particles: They are rough to the
touch and have particle sizes from 0.05 mm to 2.00 mm. They are easy to see with the naked eye. (iii) Sil particles: they are still smaller in size from 0.005 mm to 0.05 mm in diameter. (iv) Clay particles: These are the smallest soil particles less than 0.005 mm. Soil types, depending on the presence of a relative amount of soil particles,
soils are classified into the following three types: (i) Sandy soil: It contains a very large proportion of sand particles and very small amounts of silt and clay. It is inhabited in desert areas. He can't hold a lot of water. (ii) Clay soil: it contains a large proportion of clay and a small amount of peregous and silt. It is compact and can hold water,
but it cannot hold air. Soil loam: This soil contains relatively more clay, silt, sand particles and perch. In fact, it contains about one piece of clay, two parts silt and two pieces of sand. This type of soil has a good capacity to hold water and poros, allowing root aeration. The main soil types in India Are the main soil types found in India and
their composition is represented in the following table: Table 4.3: Major Soil Type of India Senior No. Soil composition types 1. The main component of black soil is clay 2. Red soil Sandy loam soil 3. Desert Sandy Soil, Poor in Organic Carbon 4. Gravel mountain soil and sandy soil 5. Loamy's alluvial soil, Soil 6. Later later A porous clay
soil rich in iron and aluminum hydroxide, do you know CPCB: Central Pollution Control Council. Founded in 1988. The slag is the solid contents of the sewage. Solonets - black alkaline soil. ODS: Ozone is a depleting substance. The National Environmental Research Institute (NEERI) is located in Nagpur. DDT was banned from
agriculture in India in 1985. Smoke causes about 10-15% of air pollution. Lead is released by burning oil in cars. The term greenhouse effect was used by Tindall. Soil pollution Removing beneficial components from the soil and adding harmful or toxic substances that negatively affect soil fertility and kill the diversity of organisms living in it
is called soil pollution. Soil pollution sources Main sources of soil pollution: Excess fertilizers and pesticides: Fertilizers are used in agricultural practices to increase yields. In addition, different types of chemicals (pesticides) are sprayed on crops to kill pests, weeds, etc. All these chemicals, when used in excess, are mixed with soil and
contaminate it. From the soil, several non-didedededegradable chemicals (e.g., DDT) even enter food chains, biologically magnify and affect living organisms, especially at higher trophic levels. Solid waste: They are considered to be the main source of soil pollution. These include peeling vegetables and fruits, cow dung, human
excrement, ash, glassware, plastic products plastic bags, leather, rubber brick products, worn fabrics, metal objects, etc. Chemicals: Industrial waste is usually dumped on wasteland along road tracks or elsewhere. These industrial wastes contain many chemicals that contaminate the soil. Industrial plants and plants are also discharged
by chemicals in the air in the form of vapors such as sulphur and lead compounds, as well as gases (e.g. SSO {2} and NOx). These chemicals eventually come down and settle in as dry deposition or acid rain on the soil and contaminate it. The effect of soil pollution (i) Solid waste makes the surroundings dirty and emit an unpleasant
odor. Because of the decomposition of waste, the bad smell spreads by the wind in the neighborhood to make life miserable. (ii) Solid waste can also block runoff, which then becomes breeding grounds for mosquitoes that carry diseases such as malaria and dengue. (iii) Excessive fertilizers and pesticides affect soil fertility and
subsequently reduce yields. Thus, the soil can become acidic or alkaline. (iv) Contamination of soils by chemicals as a result of the dumping of industrial waste or acid reduces soil fertility, which leads to a decrease in crop yields. (v) Harmful non-biodegradable chemicals can penetrate food chains, bio-magnify and affect a variety of biotic
components, including humans. Soil erosion Removing and transporting the top fertile soil from its soil position elsewhere, under the influence of fast running rainwater and strong winds, is called soil erosion. The top layer of soil is rich in over-the-ground and very fertile. It provides space for microorganisms and anchor for plants, and is a
source of nutrients and water for plants. Soil erosion usually occurs in areas not covered with vegetation (i.e. bare earths). This is because the bare upper soil is loose and thus can be easily crippling erosion factors (i.e. strong winds and fast running rainwater). The causes of soil erosion Are strong winds: the soil, which is detected and
loose, is destroyed when exposed to strong winds. Winds take soil particles to other places. Heavy rains: When rain falls on unprotected upper soil, rainwater washes it away into streams and rivers, etc. Farmers loosen the top soil of agricultural fields or farms either for cultivation or for removal of this. Sometimes for certain reasons, these
agricultural areas remain forgery for a long time. The upper weakened soils of these agricultural areas thus become prone to erosion by rains or winds. Dust storms: Dust storms shift a huge amount of loose top soil from one place to another. Human activities: Human activities, such as urban expansion, have led to the removal of
vegetation from some areas. Thus, bare land is exposed to external institutions (rains and winds) for soil erosion. Large-scale deforestation and over-grazing of our pets not only destroy biodiversity, but also lead to soil erosion. Frequent flooding: Frequent river flooding is another cause of soil erosion. Fast-moving water in rivers removes
the upper soil of the fields near the banks of the river and carries it away. Consequences of soil erosion Loss of fertility and desertification: soil erosion leads to the movement of fertile soil from one place to another, thereby reducing its fertility. When the upper fertile soil is permanently removed from the area, only unfeasible sub-soil is left
behind. Only scattered vegetation can grow in such soil. Thus, soil erosion gradually turns lush green areas into deserts. Land slides in hilly areas: Hills with scattered vegetation are constantly exposed to heavy rain, making the upper soils of the hills free. Because of soil erosion, stone pieces of various sizes or loosen the soil with hills
suddenly slide down the steep slope of mountains or hills. This process is known as a landslide. If these pieces of rock and soil block the narrow riverbed, it leads to flooding as well. Land slides can sometimes kill people living in down hill areas. Flash floods: The hilly areas absorb a lot of rainwater and keep the upper soil intact. Barren
hills cannot absorb much rainwater and thus cannot keep the soil intact. Thus, heavy rains lead to rapid movement of water in areas, areas, floods in lower areas causing enormous human and property losses. Hunger: Continuous soil erosion from the area removes fertile upper soil, leaving behind only unearthly subsoil use. This washed-
out soil loses its water reserves, so crops cannot grow in such soil, leading to a shortage of food grains in the area. Ultimately, this situation leads to starvation in one area or another. Silting reservoir: Upper soil is washed away with water, clogging drains, water channels, etc. Preventing soil erosion can be prevented by providing
vegetation cover of the soil. The roots of plants and herbs hold the soil around them tightly. They increase water seepage during rains and decrease. Plant cover also reduces the direct knocking of soil by raindrops. Some important methods of controlling soil erosion follow: (i) Vegetation cover: Soil should not remain undisclosed. Sowing
herbs on barren soil or planting xerophytes will bind loose soil. The roots of herbs and xerophytes plants keep the soil in place. Plant cover also helps in the water seeping into a deeper layer of soil. Contour bonding: Small kits are raised at the edges of the fields to prevent the loss of top soil through wind or water. (iii) Controlled grazing:
grazing should be limited to certain causes and a limited number of animals. (iv) The wind breaks down: rows of trees and shrubs are planted at right angles to the prevailing wind stream to check the erosion of the soil by the wind. (v) Terracing: The slope is divided into a series of flat fields to slow the flow of water. (vi) Conservation:
Instead of conventional cultivators, you can practice a reduced or no cash register. Prevents soil erosion. Observation and conclusion: We observe that in the first set of the experiment, more soil will be carried out from tray B. Than tray A. In the second set of the experiment, when more water is poured onto the tray and that too from a
height, running water further weaken the soil. More soil will be loosened in tray B without plants and will be carried with water than from tray with plants. This is because in a tray the roots of plant seedlings play an important role in preventing Boston soil by binding the soil. Both biotic and abiotic components of the biosphere constantly
interact with each other to form a dynamic but stable system. These interactions include the transfer of matter and energy between two components of the biosphere. About 30-40 elements are required for the proper growth and development of all living organisms in nature. These elements tend to circulate in the biosphere from the
environment to organisms and from organisms back to the environment. Some of these elements are carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen, oxygen, phosphorus, Circulation of these elements takes place in the form of a circular circular known as biogeochemical cycles. Bio is called living organisms, where geo is called soil rocks, air and water of
the Earth. These cycles include both biotic and abiotic components such as biological organisms and the geological environment, as well as a number of chemical reactions, so they are called biogeochemical cycles. They are also known as inorganic organic cycles or nutritional cycles. Each bio geological cycle consists of two types of
pools: Reservoir Pool: It is large, slow moving and usually non-biological. Exchange or cycle pool: It is a small, fast-moving component that quickly exchanges between organisms and their immediate environment. From the point of view of the ecosphere as a whole, biogeochemical cycles have two types: gas cycles: in gasious cycles, the
reservoir for elements is the atmosphere (air) or hydrosphere (water). Gas-shaped cycles are fast and relatively perfect systems in which elements remain in circulation more or less evenly. The four most common elements in living systems - nitrogen (N), carbon (C), oxygen (O) and hydrogen (H) - have mostly gas-chemical cycles.
Sedimentary cycles: In these types of cycles, reservoirs for elements are land deposits. These cycles are slow and less advanced systems in which items can be locked in the reservoir basin and out of circulation for a long time. Phosphorus (P), sulfur (S), potassium (K) and calcium (Ca) have sedimentary cycles. Nutritional fuels in the
bicycle nutrient ecosystem include three aspects: (i) Nutrient input: In this, the ecosystem receives nutrients from external sources and stores them for reuse in biological processes for the growth and development of the living. (ii) Nutrient output: In this case, nutrients also leave the ecosystem, and many of them become a contributor to
another ecosystem. (iii) Internal nutritional cycling: Soil is a reservoir of most nutrients. They are continuously regenerated and stored in the soil in a form accessible to plants. Nutrient regeneration occurs by bacteria, fungi, actinomycetes (decomposing) the process of detritus decomposition. These nutrients are stored in the soil for reuse.
Plants absorb a huge amount of nutrients from the soil. The process of nutrient regeneration and absorption takes place simultaneously, which maintains the dynamic state of nutrients in the soil. The transfer of nutrients from the soil by plants through absorption is known as absorption. During growth, absorbed nutrients are metabolically
incorporated in plants. Falling litter of vegetation, animal remains and fauka-substances (above ground detritus) and dead plant roots (underground detritus) act on decomposers to return nutrients to soil-regeneration substances). Fig. 5.1: A generalized model of the nutrient cycle in the ecosystem When nutrient absorption is greater than
the amount of processed nutrients (e.g. (e.g. where young plants are plentiful), part of the absorption persists in the permanent culture. This retention of nutrients in a permanent culture leads to an increase in nutrient content in the ecosystem. Retention and absorption - Nutrient absorption, recycling and retention rates vary greatly across
different ecosystems. The amount of different nutrients/weight of biomass or soil can be determined by a number of chemical methods. We can calculate the nutritional budget of the ecosystem by determining changes in nutrient and biomass concentrations over time. Water is a hydrological cycle a process in which water evaporates and
falls to the ground as rain and then flows back into the sea through a river known as a water cycle. The water cycle actually includes two overlapping cycles - a larger global cycle and a smaller water cycle. (a) A larger global water cycle: Water evaporates from the hydrosphere, i.e. oceans, rivers, lakes, seas, etc., with solar heat and form
water vapors in the atmosphere. Condensation of water vapor leads to the formation of clouds. Clouds are blown above the ground where they cool enough to throw water like rain, snow, hail and sleet. Rain can fall directly into the oceans as well. Some of the water from the rain and melting snow is absorbed into the ground, and some
flows in the rivers and returns directly to the seas. Groundwater resurfaces with springs and pumps. It is used in agriculture, industry and household purposes. This water finally evaporates into the atmosphere. Water also evaporates from snow, reservoirs and groundwater. The vapors added by evaporation to the atmosphere form clouds
again. This completes the global water cycle. (B) Biological or smaller water cycle: In this cycle, groundwater acts as a starting point. Aquatic organisms take water from their surroundings. Plants can take water from these reservoirs as well as from soil, while animals can take water from the plants they eat, or consume water from different
bodies of water, or gravitational water directly. After the death and decay of these organisms, water again became available to plants. Beasts release water into the air by breathing in the form of vapors or soil in the form of fluid discharge. Plants lose most of their water during transpiration. This produces water vapor, which enters the
global water cycle and forms clouds. Rain adds water to the soil and reservoirs. From this water again available for plants. Thus, there is a water exchange between the global water cycle and the biological water cycle. Figure 5.2: The water cycle fig. 5.3 Water cycle in nitrogen of nature is an integral part of the protoplasm. Nitrogen is a
component of amino acids, proteins, enzymes, nucleotides and nucleic acids. Like all other large and small elements, it flows in nature cyclically. Nitrogen is selected as inorganic compounds and reissued into organic plants and some prokaryotes. While the atmosphere is atmospheric 78.62% of nitrogen is in the gasious state, but plants
cannot use it directly. Plants can use nitrogen either in inorganic forms like ammonia, nitrites and nitrates or in organic form such as urea. Only animals get nitrogen only from plants. Thus, nitrogen is present in both inorganic (as N {2}, NH{3}, N{2}, NO, NCOC {2}, {2} {3}-) and organic form. So the nitrogen tank is the atmosphere. The
nitrogen cycle is a very complex vacisive type of cycle and is an ideal cycle. The nitrogen cycle can be conveniently discussed under the following heads: Nitrogen fixation: Conversion of nitrogen inert gas into biologically acceptable forms. Nitrogen fixation has three types of biological, atmospheric and industrial. (a) Biological nitrogen
fixation: It involves converting atmospheric nitrites {2} and nitrates into nitrites by living organisms such as bacteria and blue-green algae into nitrites and nitrates. Rizobius is a common symbiotic bacterium that occurs in the nodules of legume roots. After their death, proteins and other nitrogen compounds decompose to form ammonia
and nitrates that become available for plants to be assimilated. (b) Atmospheric nitrogen fixation: In the presence of lightning, electric storm and high-energy ultraviolet rays, a small amount of nitrogen and air oxygen reacts to the formation of nitrogen oxides. It dissolves in rainwater and passes down to the soil and reservoirs as nitrites
and nitrates. (c) Industrial nitrogen fixation: Nitrogen is produced in combination with hydrogen at high temperature and pressure to form ammonia. Ammonia often changes further to urea because the latter is less toxic. II. Nitrogen assimilation: It is carried out by plants. Plants pick up nitrates or ammonium ions from the soil. The nitrate is
first interrupted by ammonium. Ammonium ions are combined with organic acid to produce amino acids. Amino acids cause protein and nucleotides. Nucleotides produce nucleic acids. Fig. 5.4: Nitrogen cycle animals receive organic nitrogen directly or indirectly from plants. Ingested proteins and other complex compounds are first broken
down into soluble amino acids, nucleotides, etc. Fig. 5.5: Nitrogen Cycle III. Ammoniification: Proteins and other complex nitrogen compounds of organic remains act on decomposition. They are first hydrolyzed to form amino acids that are made to release ammonia and form organic acids. This phenomenon is called ammonia. Protein-
amino acid-Organic acids and ammonia ammonia undergoes nitrification using nitrifying bacteria. Nitrosomonas ammonia nitrite oxidation while Nitrobacter oxidizes it on nitrate. The nitrate is absorbed by plants for absorption. DE nitrification: This is a biological process by which compounds of ammonium, nitrate and nitrite are reduced to
molecular nitrogen in deritrifizing bacteria such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa. aeruginosa. (NO_{2}-hraitarrow) (nitrous oxide {2}) Non-{2} {2} (Nitrogen) Table 5.6: Organisms involved in the nitrogen fixation of the Name of Microorganisms Role, played in nitrogen cycle 1. (a) risobia bacteria (in the root nodules) fixation of nitrogen (b)
nitrogen bacteria (in soil) (c) blue-green algae nitrogen fixation (atmospheric conversion into nitrogen compounds) nitrogen fixation 2. (a) Ammoniification of fungi (conversion of nitrogen containing proteins of dead plants and animals into ammonia) 3. Nitrifying bacteria (a) Nitrobacteria (b) nitrosamines nitrification convert nitrites into



nitrates Converting ammonia into nitrites 4. Denithifying Bacteria (Pseudomonas) DE nitrification Conversion of nitrate salts into free nitrogen gas Oxygen oxygen cycle forms about 20.84% of the atmosphere. Respiratory organisms are aerobic in the presence of oxygen. It is found as a component of oxidized salts (C'O) {2} and H {2}.O.
Oxygen enters the living world through breathing; it oxidizes the food material and produces energy and {2}. (C.I.A.) {6} 200 {12} O{6}6O'{2} chhrotarrow 6C-O'{2} 6'H'{2}'O'Energy Carbon dioxide is used by plants to produce food materials during photosynthesis. (Carbon), {6} {2} {2}' dixoid) ({12}){6}6H'{2}'O', 'underset'6'h'{2},'O',
'subsequent free oxygen' can now be used again in breathing or it can return to the environment as a molecular oxygen atmosphere, the completion of the biogeo cycle. Fig. 5.7: The oxygen cycle in nature The process of photosynthesis and breathing supports the concentration of oxygen in the air and water. Oxygen is also released as
part of the {2} decomposition of dead organic matter added to the air as a CSO {2} {2}, H{2},S'O'O'O'{2}, and during the burning of fules (coal, wood oil, etc.) Some oxides (e.g. nitrates and nitrites) are formed as a result of the oxidation process. These oxides produce {2} when contracted as a result of the chemical and biological process.
O'{2} out of circulation when it is combined with soil minerals to form these oxides. Some of the atmospheric oxygen, reacting to high levels of the atmosphere, is converted into ozone (zo) {3}) with high UV energy. Ozone forms a protective ozone layer of the atmosphere. Fig. 5.8 Since the concentration of oxygen in the atmosphere
remains constant at 21%, it is likely that natural ozone degradation should occur to maintain ozone: oxygen equilibrium. The carbon cycle is present in the following forms on earth: (a) in elementary forms like diamond and graphite. Both carbon dioxide (CSO) {2}) in {2} atmosphere. The atmosphere contains 0.03 to 0.04% of the {2}. (c) As
carbonate and carbonate hydrogen salts in various minerals. Enskeletes and exoskeletons of various animals are also formed from carbonate salts. (d) as proteins, carbohydrates, fats, nucleic acids (DNA and RNA) and vitamins in all forms of life. Steps of the carbon cycle of photosynthesis: This is the basic process by which carbon is
brought from the environment to the living world. During photosynthesis, green plants use the atmosphere {2} to form carbohydrates (e.g. glucose, sucrose, starch, cellulose, etc.) and other organic compounds that serve as food for both plants and animals. Food chains: herbivores (plant eaters or primary consumers) consume plants,
receiving basic carbon reserves from them. Carnivores (carnivores or secondary consumers) in turn consume herbivores. Thus, all animals, directly or indirectly get their supply of carbon from green plants: Manufacturers For Herbivores in Carnivores 3 Breath: Carbon is released back as carbon dioxide into the environment by plants and
animals through breathing. During breathing, oxygen may or may not be used to convert glucose back into C {2}. 4. Decay: Plants and animals also release {2} during decay. Fig. 5.9: Carbon cycle in the nature of burning: Plant and animal remains have been partially converted into combustible fuels such as coal, oil and natural gas.
When burned, these fuels are released into the atmosphere {2} into the atmosphere. In fact, the percentage of CO'{2} in the atmosphere is said to have doubled as a result of the industrial revolution, when people started burning fossil fuels on a very large scale. Exchange for CO'{2}: A certain amount of CO {2} is present in a dissolved
state in water. Water plants use this C{2}, in the process of photosynthesis. Thus, there is dioxide, between the reservoirs and the atmosphere. Some of these dissolved C.E. {2} corrected as CaCO{3} in the form of lime stone. Lime stone on calcification releases CO into the atmosphere. Green House Effect (Global Warming) Green
House is a glass enclosure that is used to grow tropical plants in cold climates even in winter. Glass walls of the greenhouse allow the sun's rays to penetrate the interior directly to the surface of the earth. However, the reflected rear infrared rays cannot escape the glass walls, as well as the {2} of gas and water vapor present in the air,
inside the glass house. This makes greenhouse air warmer than external air. The atmosphere of the earth works like the glass walls of a green house. This allows solar radiation to pass through it to strike Land. However, it prevents long waves of infrared infrared run into space. Gases such as carbon dioxide {2} (C'H'{4}),
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), nitrogen oxides, etc. {2} are called greenhouse gases, etc. Of these, the most important greenhouse gas is {2}. These gases are essential to keeping the ground warm. The average temperature of the earth is about 15 degrees Celsius. In the absence of greenhouse gases, it can drop to 20circ C, killing all
forms of life on earth. Man adds a huge amount of CO{2} and CH'{4} into the atmosphere by burning fossil fuels in homes, cars, industry, burning associated with agricultural practices; as well as deforestation. Methane is also added to the atmosphere as a result of the decay of plant matter in swamps, rice fields and biogas plants. These
greenhouse gases (mostly C'O'{2}) trap {4} heat (infrared radiation) reflected back to the ground. It heats up the atmosphere. This phenomenon is known as global warming, which occurs due to the greenhouse effect. Fig. 5.10: Greenhouse effect of global warming (i) Rising the temperature of the Earth's environment even by 1 sq m. can
cause the ice to melt, present at the poles of the Earth. This will lead to sea level rise. Thus, coastal areas will be flooded or may even be flooded. (ii) Rising Earth's temperature as a result of the greenhouse effect will change the weather conditions and precipitation patterns. (iii) Higher incidence will occur as temperatures rise.
Elementary oxygen is usually found in the form of a diatomic molecule. However, at the top of the atmosphere oxygen is in the form of ozone, having three oxygen atoms Ozone is located in the stratosphere also called the ozone. It is an area in the upper atmosphere between 18-50 km, where there is a palpable concentration of {3}.
Ozone exists as a thick blanket called the Ozone Shield. If you absorb harmful UV radiation and prevents them from reaching the Earth's surface. Electrical sparks and ultraviolet radiation can lead to the formation of ozone by conventional oxygen. {2} (O'O) (O'O) {3}xreitarrow, radiation, O'O'O'O'o{2} Ozone is considered a pollutant at
ground level, but the ozone layer of the upper flesh protects life on Earth from harmful ultraviolet radiation from the Sun, which can cause many diseases such as skin cancer, cataract eyes, genetic disorders and suppressed immune system, etc. especially chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs, carbon compounds that have fluoride and chlorine,
which are very stable and not degraded as a result of any biological process) and chlorftoro bromine compounds can spread in the ozone-depleted and destroy ozone. A single chlorine atom (Cl) released from CFCs, such as floating in the upper atmosphere, can destroy hundreds of thousands of ozone molecules because chlorine acts
as and does not change in itself in the process. Therefore, the ozone layer is considered to be depleted day by day. Fig. 5.11: Satellite images showing a hole in the ozone layer over Antarctica In the mid-1980s, scientists found that a hole had developed in the ozone on the Antarctic and found that the ozone layer was thinned by 40-50%
of its normal concentration. This serious regional ozone depletion has been explained as a natural phenomenon, but it has also been treated as a result of some air pollutants such as CFC and halo. These chemical compounds react with the ozone gas present in the atmosphere and decompose it. Concerns about increased global ozone
depletion have led to international restrictions on the use of CFCs and halos and to planned reductions in their production. Chapter at First Sight Nutrients: Refer to food components like carbohydrates, proteins, vitamins, minerals that should be delivered to the body in appropriate amounts. Biota: living organisms in a particular area are
collectively called biota. Cryophys: Plants growing in very cold areas. Manufacturers: All green plants that produce their own food. Consumers: Animals that consume energy as food. Eutrophication: Enriching aquatic habitat with nutrients. Pathogenesis: Soil formation. Fly ash: Mineral ash is discharged or from coal called a flash.
Deforestation: clearing vast areas covered with forests. Erosion: The process of wearing down the Earth's surface. Leaching: Reducing the movement of soluble chemicals from soil or other water materials is called leaching. BOD: If the amount of oxygen taken by microorganisms is present in the water. Page 5Natural Resources
Category : Grade 9 Natural Resources Summary of Life on Earth depends on resources such as soil, water, air and energy from the sun. The Earth's outer crust is called the lithosphere. The air that covers the ground like a blanket is called the atmosphere. Prevents a sudden rise in temperature during the daytime. The life support zone
on Earth is known as the biosphere. Living things are biotic components, not living ones - abiotic components of the biosphere. Hot air released from various biological activities consists of water vapor, which can expand and cool. This cooling causes it to condense and form rain. At low air temperature, precipitation in the form of snow,
sleet or hail is possible. When fossil fuels are burned, they release nitrogen oxides and sulphur, which dissolve in the rain and cause acid rain. The presence of high levels of hydrocarbon forms (unburned carbon particles) increases the content of harmful substances in the air, which is called air pollution. Water occupies a very large area
of the earth's surface. All cellular processes occur in water. Water is one of the resources that define life on land. The availability of water decides if the number of people able to survive in Area. Fertilizers, pesticides, wastewater and chemical water released from factories and the addition of unwanted substances to the water can
contaminate it. Removing useful components and adding harmful compounds/which affect soil fertility causes soil contamination. The water evaporates and falls to the ground like rain and then flows back into the sea through the rivers. This is known as the water cycle. Carbon dioxide is constantly stored in the atmosphere during
photosynthesis. Increasing the proportion of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere increases the temperature around the world. This is known as global warming. Oxygen returns to the atmosphere only in one major process, i.e. photosynthesis. Ozone is present in the upper atmosphere. Prevents harmful radiations from entering the Earth's
surface. Chlorofluoric carbons or CFCs react with ozone molecules and degrade it, causing great harm to people on Earth. We must preserve our natural resources and use them in a sustainable manner. Page 6Air Pollution Category : Grade 9 air pollution by poisonous gases emitted by various means and many other chemicals called
air pollution. The main cause of air pollution is rapid industrialization and urbanization. This rapid growth and development reduces the area under the forest, which leads to the release into the atmosphere of such gases as sulphur dioxide, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxide, hydrogen sulfide, lead oxide. Many of the
poisonous gases emitted by industry and factories are in the atmosphere. Currently, the main cause of air pollution is also a large number of vehicles on the roads. These air pollutants can cause breathing problems, kidney problems, high blood pressure, nervous problems and many other health hazards. Large-scale release of gases,
such as sulphur dioxide in the atmosphere, causes acidic rains, which makes the soil very acidic and therefore affects plants and animals. It also leads to a reduction in the production of food grains due to loss, i.e. soil fertility. Air pollution causes two main environmental problems: the effect of green space and the depletion of the ozone
layer. The green house effect is associated with an increase in carbon dioxide concentrations, which leads to a warming of the atmosphere and therefore lead to global warming. The other is the ozone layer, which is a thick blanket of a foe molecule{3} called oxygen isotopes, which protects us from harmful ultraviolet radiation. These
harmful ultraviolet radiation can cause skin cancer, immunodeficiency, cataracts and damage to plants and forests. The main region of the hole in the ozone layer is the release of CFC gases. CFC gas consists of chlorine, fluoride and carbon. Thus, if we are to protect our atmosphere, we must stop using harmful gases such as CFCs, that
water is considered a fine liquid, and all forms of life on earth are possible only at the expense of water. 75% of the earth's surface is covered with water, but the concentration of fresh water, i.e. drinking water, is much smaller and is almost 2.5%. All these reservoirs are called hydrosphere. Fresh water is found in rivers, ponds, lakes,
glaciers of mountains and underground. Water is essential for the survival of life forms on earth. Water is considered necessary because all the reaction that occurs in our body and in cells occurs only in a liquid environment. Moving matter from one part of the body to another cannot occur in the form of a solid molecule, it flows in the form
of liquid dissolved in water. Groundwater is water that is inside the earth's surface. The groundwater level increases with the absorption of water over the surface, during the rainy season. When precipitation, some of the rainwater is absorbed by the surface. Rainwater can also be collected by other means, such as digging wells, seeping
pits, building dams, etc. Pollution of water by some poisonous chemicals, which makes it unfit for drinking and endangered other aquatic life forms, is called water pollution. Water pollution has three types: inland pollution, groundwater pollution and seawater pollution. Below are various sources of water pollution: various sources of water
pollution are oil, fertilizers, detergents, industrial waste and wastewater. There are many harmful effects of water pollution. The main diseases caused by water pollution are typhoid fever, cholera, dysentery, jaundice and hepatitis. It also disrupts the ecological balance and affects life forms in reservoirs and many other food chains. Large-
scale water pollution kills water life in the sea and oceans. This reduces the oxygen content in the water, making it difficult for life forms to survive. It also leads to the killing of some beneficial microorganisms that help in purifying water by degrading biological waste. Waste.
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